Identifiable Information. Access to the records is available only to employees responsible for the management of the system and/or employees of program offices who have a need for such information.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
The records pertaining to FOIA/PA requests are retained and disposed of in accordance with the National Archives and Records Administration’s General Record Schedule 14—Information Records Services Records.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
Department of the Treasury: Official prescribing policies and practices—Departmental Disclosure Officer, Department of the Treasury, 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20220.
The system managers for the Treasury components are:
(1) a. DO: Director, Disclosure Services, Department of the Treasury, Washington, DC 20220.
b. OIG: Director, Disclosure Services, Department of the Treasury, Washington, DC 20220.
c. CDFT: Director, Disclosure Services, Department of the Treasury, Washington, DC 20220.
d. SIGTARP: General Counsel, Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program, 1801 L Street NW., Washington, DC 20220.
(2) Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB): 1310 G St. NW., Washington, DC 20220.
(3) BEP: Disclosure Officer, FOIA Office, 14th & C Streets SW., Washington, DC 20228.
(4) FS: Disclosure Officer, 401 14th Street SW., Washington, DC 20227.
(5) Mint: Disclosure Officer, 801 9th Street NW., 8th Floor, Washington, DC 20220.
(6) OCC: Disclosure Officer, Communications Division, 400 7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20024.
(7) FinCEN: P.O. Box 39, Vienna, VA 22183.
(8) TIGTA: Director, Human Capital and Support Services, 1401 H NW., Ste. 469, Washington, DC 20005.
(9) IRS: Internal Revenue Service Centralized Processing Unit—Stop 93A, Post Office Box 621506, Atlanta, GA 30362.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Individuals seeking notification and access to any record contained in the system of records, or seeking to contest its content, may inquire in accordance with instructions pertaining to individual Treasury components appearing at 31 CFR part 1, subpart C, appendices A–M.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
See “Notification procedure” above.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:
See “Notification procedure” above.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:
The information contained in these files originates from individuals who make FOIA/PA requests and agency officials responding to those requests.

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:
None. Please note that the Department has claimed one or more exemptions (see 31 CFR 1.36) for a number of its other systems of records under 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2) and (k)(1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6). During the course of a FOIA/PA action, exempt materials from those other systems may become a part of the case records in this system. To the extent that copies of exempt records from those other systems have been recompiled and/or entered into these FOIA/PA case records, the Department claims the same exemptions for the records as they have in the original primary systems of records of which they are a part.

SIGNING AUTHORITY:
The Secretary of Veterans Affairs, or designee, approved this document and authorized the undersigned to sign and submit the document to the Office of the Federal Register for publication electronically as an official document of the Department of Veterans Affairs. Gina S. Farrisee, Deputy Chief of Staff, approved this document for publication on August 25, 2016.


Jeffrey Martin,
Office Program Manager, Office of Regulation Policy & Management, Office of the Secretary, Department of Veterans Affairs.

BILLING CODE 8320–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

Corporate Senior Executive Management Office; Notice of Performance Review Board Members

AGENCY: Corporate Senior Executive Management Office, Department of Veterans Affairs.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: Under the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 4314(c)(4) agencies are required to publish a notice in the Federal Register of the appointment of Performance Review Board (PRB) members. This notice announces the appointment of individuals to serve on the PRB of the Department of Veterans Affairs.


ADDRESS: Corporate Senior Executive Management Office, Department of Veterans Affairs, 810 Vermont Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20420.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Contact Tina N. Butler, Executive Director, Corporate Senior Executive Management Office (052), Department of Veterans Affairs, 810 Vermont Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20420, (202) 461–7865.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The membership of the Department of Veterans Affairs Performance Review Board is as follows:
Snyder, Robert D. (Chair)
Wright, Vivieca (Simpson)
Breyfogle, Cynthia
McCarthy, Maureen Fay
Murray, Patricia
Mayes, Bradley
Frueh, Michael
Giddens, Gregory
Hanson, Anita
Hogan, Michael
Thompson, Ronald
Hudson, Kathy
Yehia, Baligh, R. (Alternate)
Pape, Lisa (Alternate)
Rawls, Cheryl (Alternate)
Reynolds, Robert (Alternate)
Sullivan, Matthew (Alternate)
Lowe, Roberta (Alternate)
Tran, Dat (Alternate)
Kennedy, Tammy (Alternate)
Enomoto, Kana (Alternate)
Constantian, Alan (Alternate)

The Secretary of Veterans Affairs, or designee, approved this document and authorized the undersigned to sign and submit the document to the Office of the Federal Register for publication electronically as an official document of the Department of Veterans Affairs. Gina S. Farrisee, Deputy Chief of Staff, approved this document for publication on August 25, 2016.

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 4314(c)(4).

Jeffrey Martin,
Office Program Manager, Office of Regulation Policy & Management, Office of the Secretary, Department of Veterans Affairs.

BILLING CODE 8320–01–P